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The cold front definitely moved through, it's about 40 degrees at 
the site, with a 5 - 10 mile an hour wind; quite nippy. Everyone 
is bundled up as we're back in winter weather acain. 

\.to \\o~~~~+ -" 
Dr. Spackman has returned Pennsylvania; Scott Stout is still 
he)'-'e a'r"!c:i :i s, t a k i nf! a ]. ::,'('QE! co 3. Ul'll\,,! samp 1 e Y'le .. :t\''' H:i. ck 1-'1011 oway ~ ':5-

sample area in N14B E61. Again, we~ 11 get him to go up into the 
Hammock for an in-depth interpretation of what he sees. 

Sometime after 5~00 P.M., when Spackman and Stout returned to 
their room, someone threw a brick through the window of the 
trailer and stole a number of items, including: all of Dickel's 
tool kit and dig kit, <valued at $50 - $100 plus great 
sentimental value), Tom Pender's radio (valued at $100)~ and the 
Pentax camera belonging to FSU (valued at between $250 & $300). 
Fortunately, there was no exposed film in the camera since that 
had been removed the day before and a new roll had been put In. 
We'll be forced to rely on Bellomo's camera~ which is fine~ but 
the project will need to replace this item. There was glass both 
inside and outside the trailer and the door was still locked. 
Based on the items left behind, including a Brunton Compass 
(valued at $150), two (2) 100 meter metric tapes (valued at 
$1~51Z1), I think. it wa~:; a cCluple clf kids and ce)'"'t2(i)"",ly not: 
professional thieves. They also took the phone (value - $10.00), 
but If:?ft undistlJ)'"'bF.~d thE.~ l'!1i::t.PS'J di"'awj,irlg equipl'l1e'nt, etc. I c2l,lled 
the Sheriff~s Dept. at about 7:45 A.M. and. so far, no one~s 
come out - it's now 10~00 A.M. I? 11 go into town for glass to 
replace the windows and pick up some additional film, as well as 
other errands. The odds of recovering the stolen goods are 
probably not very good. Also stolen were both of Dickel~s new 
trowels, the square and the pointed. All the old trowels were 
left in the trailer; strange things left, strange things taken. 
No damage was done to the Pond, fortunately; the pump was not 
tampered with and we are dealing with an irritating, isolated 
f.:\nd? by i:!t'nd 1 f.~,'r"!;1 e, UY'I i fI1 po),",t io'\ 'nt p'('ob 1 E~rn. I t does. conf i j'"'W OU"r" 

decision not to leave MajOr items out here at night or to require 
tt,e presence of someone on a nightly basis. We Just won't leave 
anything cif value in there. 

Cochrane and Penders are continuing to profile on the E63 line 
between N148 and N146. Dickel and I have pointed out the areas 
which must b~ done, as mentioned in previous tapes. Bellomo is 
finishing some maps; Ann Harris is working in the Lab; our 
KellyGirl boy i~ absent. We have instructed Dave Frantz to 
continue working until noon. when it will warm up somewhat. and 
then move to the South end of the Pond. Vernon Combs is working 
in N146 E55, and is dealing with largely disturbed material; no 
skeletal material has been found. 

N152 E55: Dave Frantz is finding only small fragments of isolated 
fI1i::d.: e\'"' i a 1. 



(Recorded from orange van - may be garbled) 

About 9:00 A.M., it became obvious that we were going to remove a 
child's cranium from N152 E61. The cranium was shattered and the 
inner cranial area was filled with peat. I told Dave to be sure 
to let me know when it was ready to be removed so that we could 
probe the mass inside and see whether or not we had anything 
there. Hauswirth and Laipis felt that it was fairly important to 
try to get all the oxygen depleted from the immediate environs of 
potential cranial material as rapidly as possible. At 
approximately;y 10:15 A.M., Dave called to say that he was ready 
to remove the cranium; we set aside and I inserted a smaller than 
pencil sized brush handle into the frontal area of the peat mass. 
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(.>Jhitf:?, !;;JY'f.?!!':\S;Y· !-~;i.Ub::;t!!':\nCE~ i'n~sidf2. I did not P·I'''Obf.f: f'..l.·r-.t:h~?::'r-·, but 
simply closed it and began making arrangements to transport it to 
Gainesville as rapidly as possible. We placed it in a large 
plastic bag~ put it inside the Gott water-cooler and I headed for 
the Labn Dave~ meanwhile, was calling Tammy Stone to assure the 
procurement of dry-ice or nitrogen. The dry-ice ~eemed to be the 
most expedient solution as well as the one we were primarily 
interested in. I stopped on the way in and gassed up and thence 
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mooching a ride or flight to Gainesville, but he was busy; then 
called Art Tucker who could not do the necessary, but he called 
Gateway Aviation and they offered a ride within the next few 
da.y~~. Ui"ifot·'tur",!!'i\t:ely, a !:::.ti..ld€~nt flight h!!':\d Just l€~ft fo\· ... 
Gainesville an hour previously. Surface travel would have to 
s.ufficf?::. 

We placed bubble-pack in the bottom of the cooler and put in 
four (4) large zip-lock bags, perhaps 1/5 full~ of dry-ice; then 
1'110'('9 bubble .... ·p!!'!lcJ.(" Ir·,t,:, this. rlf.~st, It-.J€-? placi!:.~d th€~ c·('.:3.niul'I1 0 .. • .. 1 2\ 

small piece of fibre-board. The bags containing the dry-ice were 
open In order to give off carbon dioxide, the cooler lid was 
set loosely in place and the cooler was strapped into the front 
seat of the van - and I was off to Gainesville. 

I left Cocoa at 11:47 A.M. and arrived at the University of 
Florida Medical Building at approximately 2:15 P.M. Tammy Stone 
had tried to alert Drs. Hauswirth and Laipis, both of whom were 
unavailable. I spoke with Dr. Flannigan, chair of the Immunology 
and Biochemistry Dept.~ who said he'd be happy to help and would 
aCVlse Laipis's lab. that I was on the way. Flannigan had 
attended the lecture on Tuesday and expressed some interest In 
our efforts. I parked in the service area and went directly to 
Phil Laipis's lab; he was waiting for me and anticipated 
receiving a call from the airport and was ready to roll. We went 
in and put two (2) pieces of ply-wood down over a roly-cart and 
unbagged the material. It was nicely cool for the dry-ice had 
done a good Job; it was well packed and only some portions were 
starting to firm up as if preparatory to freezing. We broke the 
peat out in large chunks~ removed the cranial bone and George 
(the graduate student) and Phil began to work on the material, 
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pieces steady while Laipis worked on it and, of course, clearing 
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the area of bone and peat~ which had been closely examined. 
This material would probably be adequate for a radio carbon 

date and that would certainly be interesting. Bill Buhai~ a lipid 
specialist, came in and lent his support. The people working on 
the material were generally quite impressed, with both the 
quantity of material (approx. 64 grams) and the quality. They 
noted the obvious textural difference between the surrounding 
peat and also~ the obvious color difference. They used basically 
the same process that Dickel and I had; reaching into the peat 
encrusted tissue with a stainless steel spatula and taking a 
little wiping off. All the material removed was placed on small 
plastic trays and consolidated and weighed. Buhai took a sample 
for immediate analysis; Laipis also took a sample and began to 
wash it for testing. One-half of the remainder was taken, all air 
forced out and dropped into a - 70 degree freezer. Another sample 
was placed into a plastic bag and labeled 'Lot 57' or 'Lot 56', 
Item #233 and put in the same - 70 degree temperature. This 
should definitely keep microbial action down. The second bag was 
flooded with nitrogen prior to sealing in order to drive off all 
the oxygen from the sample. 

Laipis took approx. 14 grams of a fresh sample, mixed it 
with a detergent and other substance, and the agitated the 
material with a spatula until all the big clumps of white 
material were completely disassociated. When the solution is 
swirled, you can see all the fine little particles of peat mixed 
with the whitish-grey cranial material. 

The next step was to add chloroform, which instantly kills 
all micro-organisms and fungus <all cellular activity, 
essentially). Then more detergent was added while continuous 
agitation was maintained by Phil or I. Next, the solution was 
placed into a centrifuge for fifteen to twenty (15 - 20) minutes. 

, 
I spoke with a person at the Medical School who is doin~ some 
NMR, a type of radiography (more or less), and she expressed 
doubts about NMR providing any enhanced i~for~ation regarding the 
skeletal material. Water in the bones is necessary and? even 
shortly after death, there are water changes in the tissues which 
make NMR less effective. I queried her for additional information 
on CAT scans and she recommended calling Dr. Tony Mancuso. While 
the cranial material was centrifuging? I called Dr. Mancuso and 
he proved to be of no help. He said you could use the enhanced 
mode on bone and get good definition; knew of noone using the 
method on dry skeletal material, doubted the data base would be 
large enough to tell anything, etc. For osteoporosis, he 
suggested checking with San Francisco Hospital (name - - - -
), who has done alot of radiographic observations. This would be 
an interesting avenue to pursue~ going through the last few years 
of Radiographic Journal. 

After the material was centrifuged down, you could see 
several distinct layers or fractions. The first looked like dirty 
water with a few little particles of peat floating on it. Th~ 

second was a layer of peaty-like material and the cranial matter 
seems to have come out as a fairly homogeneous blob. The water 
and suspended materials will be pipetted ~ff anr the process 
repeated. After this, further chemical treatments and separations 
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will be performed. They should have things ready for ~ gel on 
Monday, according to Phil. 
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material, a number of small cases were found. These may be fly 
pupae; I thought the first one I saw was a small root ca3t an~ I 
discarded it into the pile. Almost :ns~antly, it dawned on me 
that the ends were curved - root cases don~t have curved ends. We 
found another four or five of them which~ should they prove out 
upon eXC~.m i nat i 0'1"1, giVE? st 'r"orl~] inc' i cat i eln of secondB.j'''Y bu)· .. · i a .. 
probably one of the best proofs imaginable. Microscopic 
examination of some of these peats, as in the ~etrog~a~hic 

analysis, might be quite informative. Consideration of inter
cranial peat is something we had not contemplated, but may weI: 
be worth our while in the next field season. If these are fly 
pupae, we may be able to eliminate a two - three month period 
during which that individual did not die. However, flies are 
active during much of the year in Central Florida, and it may not 
be of much help. If the pupae contain species-specific 
characteristics, an entymologist may be able to identify them for 
us. Should it be a aoecias not currently common in this area, 
that might be iY·ltE!j'''·f=!~:;;tirlh.~4 I ~:\rn totally I..lnawa·r"e of the geoqi'''i::\phic 
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distribution of flies, but I'm sure work on that has been 
performed. My suspicion is that there are four or five (4 or 5: 
main groups of flies and that four of these may be found i~ 

virtually any area - I have seen some articles dealing with 
getting information from Just such a source. The pupae were put 
into a glass vial and dropped down into the peat sample, both of 
which were placed back into the Gott cooler. This material would 
probably be adequate for carbon dating, however, it does have 
some small cranial and dental ~ragments mixed with it. It wou:d 
j'''eq u i j'''e q u:i t e cC':\'r"'ef u 1 c 1 eB.r1 i ,"I!:;! and W€-? ~·.JO U J. c:l pr"()ba b'. Y b€-? b€-?t t ~?j'''' 

off simply sending a sample of the matrix from the burial area 
dowr"l t: CI BE?t C':\. 

There are a variety of things I did not do today - and May 
live to regret it. One omission was not checking on whether the 
Leica camera was in the trailer or not; secondly, I did not make 
reservations for the Faculty Club; thirdly, I did not contact 
Kathy, Jim Swann?s secretary, or deliver the T-shirt desi~n to 
Guy Spearman; nor did I call George Rrmelagos to find out about 
the amino-acid racemization data. I probably should have aent 
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as lt will make for a very busy evening and morning, during which 
I can accomplish 50me of these tasks. 

While I was in Ga~nesville, Phil Laipis provi~ed copies of ~is 

a.rld 1-·1,:aIJ~:::.\t'Jij'''th' s \d.tcitE C:i.r,d pr"omi~:.ecJ '1:;0 ~':;~)"Id ,~ 5hc'1"t l.4J'r' .. j,te"·~up 0,('1 

the ]. a b t echrl i q ue~; t hE~Y' 'r"e us :i. rl:;! to ext j"'act: t j ie DN.:)n I hClpe he' iE.. 

a 5 ~ .. ~ ood ash i!:; V<.'oj'-·rj n I~e ~~ <':1 j'''·d ]. €·?~s~:· 0 f ~..,h C:1.t L..;!t i P j, s ~'5ees:; ~ it:' ~::; t:t-'?e'(,{ 
interesting and I've invited him and Haus~irth down to the site 
next weekn Whether or not their schedules will perm~t this is an 
unknown, but he said 
he'11 have the time, 
(which is exactly what 

ht-?' d th ink about it n I su-=;p~::·~ct :-I€~ doubts 
but didn't want to say 'no' directly to me 
I have to do to people). 

In attempting to resolve the burial-mode problem in the Pond, a 
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simple experiment could be designed which might prove 
particularly informative. We could go to a vet or the Pound, ~ick 
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put him below the surface (1-1/2') an~ excavate ~im the next 
year. This would tell us ~ great daal about t,e extent of 
disturbance and scattering that occurs. Secondly~ we could take a 
similar beast and leave it on the surface of the pond with some 
standing water to see what the result of that deposition might 
be. More elaborately, we might want to incluce both fleshed and 
dt:2fleshed animals 0'(', at lea:::.;t, "F'('e£~r'i aY"leI r~ecl:lmpclsed aY"1 iri1a 1':5. 

An interesting computer plot would be the ~halange 

distribution in relation to other elements. This is 1~k2 

l'a t t E"2m p tin ~~ -1.:: 0 vis IJ ::!\ 1 :: z €~ 0 U 1'" 0 V f::~ 'r-' 1 <:':\ y ~ e t='. C 1'1 S E: p a '1" i.::'. t e I_~I \/ e '1' •.•• , c.'i y 
showing a different element plotH 

I told Laipis that when the chemical analysis of the peat was 
performed, I would be sure to include a copy of the results for 
him, thi~king the data may be of some use to them. 

(Addition/correction - on anothe~ file, the number of which may 
be difficult to locate within the minimal time left for 
transcription) Re: Glenda Wood~ Steve Lyon, Depts. of 
Transportation and Commerce, etc... Pat Blue, Dept. of Labor, 
has contacted te.evision stations in Houston and, I believe, thpy 
have set ~e up to do a talk show while I'm there over the 
ho 1. i days. I , .. ,ope t 0 ~::·O\A.I t he0 ~:,eecls of CU'(' i os i t Y }"··t-..'[;Ia ...... d j, ng wet: 
si~es in East and Coastal Texas. 

DO: N148 E61: Log of water rising through the natural flow? 
coming from the bottom (or floor), of the Pond, last measured at 
about ~70 ems. below PD 8. At 9:45 A.M.? the water was at an 
e" )." bit 'r"' a }"" y 1 E~ vel 0 f ~~ e }"" 0 ( IZI): c:l -1.:: 1 ~~ :~ I.~ ~:; H" j'r1. 'I J.'~ c m ~5 " ( 0 n €.? h 0 I..I.}"") ; 

at: 1.:1.: 15, 17 crns.. (onE~ c:\nc.i o1"le· .. h;::\1 f hCI!..w·s),. The we:yt:e}"'" W£;\S pumped 
dry to the arbitrary zero (0) level and the rate was observed 
again, from 1:15 P.~. to 2:15 P.M. with approx~mately 13 eMS. 
rise. From 3:1E P.M. to 3~45 P.M., we had a 7 CMSu rise. -his 
equates to approximately a 6 eM. rise per half-hour. (Bye Dave) 
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